Cancer Prevention:
A lot of common sense along with a little aspirin

If 50 percent of cancers are preventable, why aren’t we doing a better job of preventing them? This is one topic Dr. Raymond DuBois, cancer researcher and dean of MUSC’s College of Medicine, will explore as he offers some common sense prevention tips. Probing the connection between inflammation and cancer, DuBois will explain why anti-inflammatory drugs, such as aspirin, can prevent or reduce the risk of cancer and how this isn’t new. For 3,000 years, anti-inflammatory extracts such as willow bark and other natural products have played roles in enhancing health. Come find out how.

August 23, 2017, 5:30 p.m.
Charleston Beer Works (upstairs)
480 King Street, Charleston, SC 29403

Speaker:
Raymond DuBois, M.D., Ph.D.
Dean, College of Medicine

Science for the rest of us
MUSC’s Science Café is a series of presentations offering entertaining talks on scientific subjects in a fun, non-technical way in a pleasant social environment. To learn more, contact Tara Abbott at 843-792-2926 or visit MUSC.edu/science-cafe.